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 Market and Nonconsumer Narratives:   
  From the “Levity of  Being” to Abjection    

    Beatriz    González-Stephan     and     Carolyn   Fornoff     

   Gateway: Dedramatization, Chronotope Zero, and 
Neuronal Violence 

 Within the various legacies of  neoliberalism registered in the collective 
sensibility, the intensifi cation of  a culture of  production that privileges out-
put without regard for future viability, under the imperceptible control 
of  digitalized and decentralized surveillance, has confi gured a “society of  
exhaustion” with corollaries of  precarization and exacerbated individual-
ism (Han), in which fear and desperation are the predominant tones. If  the 
twentieth century could be characterized by an apocalyptic temporality 
for its juxtaposition of  extreme utopic ideations of  collective well-being 
against the most abhorrent violence (Castells), the consolidation of  neo-
liberal politics over the last several decades as the “only viable” option 
has been accompanied by a corrective discursive gesture that minimizes 
and downplays grand ideological movements (Navajas).   Thus, narratives 
emphasizing the “end of  history” and the “end of  politics” have gained 
terrain, leaving subjects at the mercy of  market dynamics, in which the 
impetus to consume aggravates a distorted, absolute present and progres-
sively blurs collective memory  . The Mexican author   Ignacio Padilla calls 
this phenomenon “cronotopos cero” [“chronotope zero”]: the production 
of  history in the nonplace and nontime (Fornet 27), notably diluting socio-
historical references  . 

 The   perverse fragmentation of  late-modern capitalism has created dis-
jointed societies in which people coexist illusorily thanks to the vicarious 
and fi ctive integration confabulated by the mass media. The resultant senti-
ment of  abandonment and alienation produces extensive   unrest that cannot 
clearly detect its perpetrator or responsible   party. This systematic aggres-
sion, or “viral violence” (Han 23), is not localized in an external negativity 
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foreign to the system. Rather it is made up of  an immanent, sutured “neuro-
nal violence” that extracted from all optics occasions the collapse of  the self  
and disintegration of  the family as historical agent. Within this panorama 
an abundance of  literary output emerges, the predominant strain of  which 
operates within “soft,” “lite” ideologies, providing a “therapeutic” function 
of  healing that compensates neoliberal defi ciency through anesthetizing lev-
ity (Reguillo). Alongside this corpus of  marketable banality, another series 
of  less complacent fi ctions explore collateral damage – cracked subjectivi-
ties and aff ectless disenchantment – “  narratives of  abandonment  ” that form 
a literary “community of  losers” associated by many critics with “tough” 
dirty realism   (Noemí). 

 Over the last thirty years the logic of  the publishing industry has been 
exacerbated in unpredictable directions. The market has enveloped all pro-
duction with an insatiably homogenizing force  – there is no “outside” the 
 market – although it is important to acknowledge that not all sites of  publi-
cation are homogeneous (Sánchez Prado).   To varying degrees of  commer-
cial and critical success, authors such as Isabel Allende, Ana García Bergua, 
Marcela Serrano, Ana Teresa Torres, and Rosario Ferré   coexist in the same 
literary marketplace with   Diamela Eltit, Lina Meruane, Cristina Rivera Garza, 
Ena Lucía Portela, Perla Suez, and Jacinta Escudos  , whose aesthetic expres-
sions resist orthodox “marketability.” The violent, commodifying force char-
acterizing contemporary production and circulation of  symbolic goods causes 
us to question the place that literature occupies today (Noemí 20). But of  what 
literature are we speaking? And does this literature continue to generate new 
political and aesthetic formulations? 

 Centering our article at the intersection of  gender and literary produc-
tion, we examine how the best-selling success of  writers such as Allende 
shapes current discussions about writing by women. If  in the past literary 
fi ction constituted a privileged, relevant space for intellectual social critique 
and reimagination, what does it mean to write in the twenty-fi rst century, 
when publishing is increasingly market-driven, and the novel itself  a pro-
motable product with an ephemerally short shelf  life? How does demand 
for literature written by women simultaneously open up new spaces for 
female participation and problematically essentialize the universality of  
feminine diff erence? Writing against marketable   fi gurations of  feminist 
girl power   and the “levity of  being,” the turn to abjection, cynicism, and 
anesthetized disenchantment complicates facile consumption of  fi ction as 
entertainment.  
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    Reading the Archive: An Instruction Manual 

 When mapping out the constellation of  Latin American women publish-
ing during the last two decades, we wondered how to approach such a vast 
and varied corpus in which diff erent generations of  authors are concur-
rently producing a dramatic diversity of  texts, while also considering books 
emergent from various regions across the continent and beyond: overall, an 
immense task of  ungainly dimensions. This panorama is further complicated 
when taking into account the uneven distribution of  large publishing houses 
(  Alfaguara, Santillana, Random House Mondadori  ) versus smaller ones, the 
eff ect of  international prizes in cementing literary tastes and hierarchies, 
and the huge publicity apparatus taking shape in extraliterary venues such as 
  Google, Twitter and Facebook: all variables that impact the current literary 
star system  . With the risks that historical myopia and a corpus in production 
presuppose in mind, to account for the salient tendencies of  the twenty-fi rst 
century canon (which we identify not as strictly beginning in 2001, but with 
the emblematic fall of  the Berlin Wall and subsequent consolidation of  neolib-
eralism), we fi nd the concept of  system to be most operative. 

 Briefl y, the system (or in this case, subsystem limited to women writers), 
although confi gured by the entirety of  texts produced during a determined 
period, is not exactly the sum of  its parts. If  that were the case, it would be 
necessary to account for every work, losing sight of  the forest for the trees. 
Instead, the system functions as a heterogeneous web composed of  varied 
and dissimilar elements that coexist in tension and circulate at diff erent speeds. 
Within the system there emerge dominant tendencies that are most visible, 
residual and archaic tendencies that are still-operative remnants of  the past, 
and emergent tendencies symptomatic of  new languages that contest hege-
monic lines, but also complement and rework residual trends. 

 Such an approach sets aside the methodological constraint of  genera-
tion, which while useful for limiting critical purview and articulating a com-
mon sociohistorical formation can misleadingly suggest homogeneity or 
exclude authors on the basis of  an arbitrary set of  dates. Approaching the 
archive of  fi ctions produced by women writers in this period as a system 
alleviates the limitations of  generational criticism, particularly because a 
large cohort of  writers born in the 1940s and 1950s remain highly visible in 
the present-day literary scene. Manifesting dissimilar aesthetics and liter-
ary inclinations,   Margo Glantz, Tatiana Lobo, Reina Roff é, Rosario Ferré, 
Marcela Serrano, Perla Suez, Laura Esquivel, and Carmen Boullosa   all con-
tinue to publish prolifi cally, a production that enters the market side by 
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side with that of  younger writers born in the 1970s including   Rosa Beltrán, 
Lina Meruane, Guadalupe Nettel, Ena Lucía Portela, Cristina Rivera Garza, 
and Pola Oloixarac  . The intensity of  the all-encompassing market opens 
up a democratically homogenizing space, in which old and new production 
commingle and best-selling, popular lit circulates alongside “harder,” less 
concessionary texts. By observing the coexistent group of  women publish-
ing united by a literary landscape that is increasingly global, subject to the 
market, and integrated with new technologies, we trace an ever-expansive 
map in which certain symptoms recurrently surface. 

 Given the space of  this essay, we work with “symptomatic” or “axiomatic” 
texts that operate as a representative of  certain tendencies of  the archive. 
Through the hermeneutic of  the close-up, we sketch out several salient ten-
dencies of  current narrative. In this sense, the texts examined here are only 
examples and indicators of  the vast complexity of  the constellation of  wom-
en’s writing produced during the last two decades  .  

    Marketing “Girl Power” and Female “Diff erence” 

 No longer seen as the exception to the rule, critical and popular press at the 
close of  the twentieth century vociferously celebrated the end of  the exclusion 
of  women from Latin American letters. The astounding commercial and crit-
ical success of  such authors as Isabel Allende, Laura Restrepo, Diamela Eltit, 
and Ángeles Mastretta in the 1980s kicked off  the literary  boom femenino  that 
dramatically shifted the position of  the female author from the margins of  
production to the center of  best-selling literary visibility (Finnegan and Lavery 
4). Although publications by women have plateaued around a mere 20 per-
cent of  all Spanish-language titles since the 1990s (Castillo 235), the purchasing 
power of  women exerts more infl uence than ever over the publishing indus-
try. Statistical surveys indicate that women buy   and read more books than 
men in both Argentina and Spain, and in the case of  Mexico, at a rate matching 
that of  their male peers   (Moreno). This large, active audience of  female read-
ers refl ects positive strides in terms of  literacy and demonstrates that reading 
retains mass appeal. The majority of  these readers, outside a reduced, highly 
educated, or specialized audience, consume best-selling, popular literature 
for entertainment.   Authors such as Isabel Allende, Florencia Bonelli, Claudia 
Piñeiro, Laura Restrepo, Ana Teresa Torres, and Marcela Serrano dominate 
this list of  best sellers,   consistently producing profi table and widely read fi c-
tion across Latin America. Although the successful entry of  women into the 
literary market as both producers and consumers has been touted as proof  of  
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diversity and pluralism, the identifi cation of  women as consumers – and in 
particular, consumers of  the bestseller – has perpetuated the negative associa-
tion of  women with mass culture, in which women are seen as “exemplary 
dupes of  cultural industries” (Gonick 4), who undiscerningly write and read 
facile, “lite” literature, propagating its popularized aesthetic of  consumption. 

 Symptomatic of  literature’s transformation into a “language industry” con-
solidated in the hands of  a few transnational megaconglomerates, the explo-
sion of  light, sentimental best sellers demonstrates that   marketability, rather 
than literary value or innovation, dictates the current book market.  1   While the 
best seller is hardly a recent phenomenon, the increasing centrality of  salability 
in determining what is published has made it a nucleus around which anxiety 
about the commercialization and depreciation of  literature has crystallized. 
For   Josefi na Ludmer, the exacerbated interpenetration of  art and market 
forces marks the end of  literary autonomy; culture no longer constitutes an 
external site from which to critique society and create art, but is increasingly 
susceptible to economic demands. As a result, contemporary “postautono-
mous”   works blur the realms of  fi ction and reality and are characterized by 
levity and lack of  density or paradox. Exemplary of  this phenomenon and its 
corresponding temporality, the best seller is ephemera: not meant to garner 
enduring popularity, but to generate buzz, maximize sales, and subsequently 
disappear from public view. Exemplifying the postautonomous exhaustion 
of  literature as a vehicle for knowledge and cultural deliberation, the best 
seller instead taps in to the reader’s desire to feel and be aff ected, deploying 
melodramatic modes of  emotional and stylistic excess to fashion a therapeutic 
space of  consolation that fi lls the aff ective vacuum generated by neoliberalism 
(Reguillo). An escape valve from the precarious contingency of  contemporary 
life, the best seller borrows on the self-help genre’s promise to cure what ails 
the reader through narratives of  self-betterment, success in the face of  adver-
sity, and levity of being. 

 Epitomizing the trend toward strategically tailored profi tability, the com-
mercial and critical success of    Allende’s  The House of  Spirits  (1982), Mastretta’s 
 Tear This Heart Out  (1985), and Esquivel’s  Like Water for Chocolate  (1989)   resulted 
not just in the canonization and mainstream recognition of  these texts, but in 
their solidifi cation as models of  promotable “women’s literature.” Analogous 
to the commodifi cation of  magical realism following the Boom, the  boom 
femenino ’s brand of  uplifting, melodramatic storytelling through resilient, dis-
advantaged female protagonists became a formula whose components could 
be broken down and recycled in profi table new packages. Buoyed by early 
acclaim and public demand, these authors have continued to publish at an 
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impressive rate and with resounding commercial success. Although Allende’s 
recent literature is stylistically ungainly and populated by undeveloped char-
acters and frenetic plots, her continued massive international success can be 
credited to her ability to appeal to a wide range of  readers by incorporat-
ing a little bit of  everything. Her novels remix an assortment of  genres and 
weave together diff erent historical moments, creeds, and places (from the 
Haitian Revolution   in  Island Beneath the Sea  (2010), to Buddhism in  Kingdom of  
the Golden Dragon  (2004)),   promising an engrossing, comprehensive picture of  
perturbing moments in history through strong female perspectives. Following 
the Allendian model, popular “women’s lit” dispenses a miscellany of  reg-
isters to entertain and give the impression of  imparting knowledge to the 
casual reader. Generously embellished with eroticism, intrigue, and romance, 
best-selling historical novels like   Mastretta’s  Ninguna eternidad como la mía  
(1998)   and   Xiomary Urbaez’s  Catalina de Miranda    (2012) repackage canonical 
events into accessible, sugarcoated, action-packed reenactments  . 

 Setting aside subjective appraisals of  the best seller’s literary quality, 
Francine Masiello points out that perhaps the most disquieting facet of  the 
contemporary best seller is its tendency to trade upon diff erence and mar-
ginality, the very sites upon which women writers pioneered their critique of  
monolithic patriarchy. If  the residue and the fragment have been widely the-
orized as loci of  opposition from which to subvert hegemonic discourse, the 
best seller complicates this semiotic by co-opting the concept of  “diff erence” 
as a way of  internationally promoting Latin American texts, demonstrating 
global capitalism’s relentless recodifi cation of  lines of  fl ight back into its logic. 
Rather than deploy diff erence as a prism through which to explore the multi-
plicity of  interpretation and the inconstancy of  representation, diff erence in 
the best seller serves as a universalizing element that underlines the similarity 
of  all consumers regardless of  place, class, or race. 

 The promise of  continuity extrapolated from a site of  fetishized diff er-
ence is at the center of  the Allendian universe.   In  Maya’s Notebook  (2013), 
the teenager Maya fi nds refuge from loss and addiction by fl eeing Las Vegas 
and returning to her grandmother’s native Chiloé, an encounter with tem-
poral and cultural “diff erence” in which the slow pace of  life and absence 
of  modern luxuries reassemble her bodily integrity and instruct her in the 
importance of  humility and reciprocity. Maya’s melodramatic redemption 
allegorically narrates the freneticism of  modernity salvaged through dif-
ference; the remote inaccessibility of  Chiloé acts as an untainted, nostalgic 
space “outside” neoliberalism that instructs the global reader “how to be” 
in the world. Trauma gives way to solidarity and change, and the clash 
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of  cultures is quickly reconciled into a digestible  telos  of  continuity with-
out any trace of  fragmentation; through “the spectacle of  diff erence” the 
best seller constructs a cohesive version of  history that unites readers and 
expunges paradox   (Masiello 809).  2   

 Dramatizing the superposition of  diff erence and universality, marketing 
campaigns for best sellers written by women simultaneously emphasize 
the “uniqueness” of  the female perspective and its “empowering” repre-
sentation of  all women (Castillo 235). Collapsing feminist rhetoric with 
commercial interests, the   promotion of  literary “girl power” has   become 
a way to generate sales as well as dress up best-selling banality with the 
elevated aff ectation of  ethical and political import.   Exemplifying this dis-
course of  marketable feminism, in an interview promoting  Amor  (2012), 
Allende explicitly positions her publication – a compilation of  erotic scenes 
snipped from her oeuvre – as an emancipating depiction of  female eroti-
cism. Explaining that patriarchal letters has long controlled and silenced 
female desire, Allende confi gures her project as an alternate form of  educa-
tion, written for and by women, whose best-selling success proves women 
“no longer read in hiding” (Roff o). At the same time that Allende formulates 
her commercial popularity as a victory for feminism at large,  Amor  also stra-
tegically mobilizes conventional consumer trends. Published to coincide 
with Valentine’s Day and inspired by the explosive success   of  E. L. James’s 
 50 Shades of  Grey   ,  Amor  cross-promotes Allende’s previous novels under 
the guise of  female empowerment.   Equating purchasing her compilation 
with a feminist act, Allende confl ates consumerism with agency, supplant-
ing political action by positing pleasurable consumption of  popular texts 
leads to audience empowerment. In this   manifestation, the erotic female 
body – while not marketed for the male gaze – is still deployed as a product 
that projects an imaginary of  titillating female intimacy and purportedly 
universal representation of  female sexuality in order to appeal to a vast 
expanse of  consumers, a strategy deployed by writers such as Gioconda 
Belli, Ana García Bergua, Gisela Kozak Rovero, Mayra Montero, and Zoé 
Valdés  . In these works, female sexual pleasure and hedonist abandon are 
presented as a site that contests offi  cial patriarchal discourse, a gesture of  
countercultural opposition undercut by the marketability of  highly stylized 
celebrations of  universal female sensuality. Thus, while feminist rhetoric 
stimulates the collective fantasy that purchasing erotica written by women 
sends a message of  risqué female freedom, the invocation of  feminism also 
functions as discursive product packaging that elevates and justifi es the 
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purchase of  texts that recycle trendy and predictable representations of  
female bodies  .  

    Disavowing the Market and Marketable Feminism 

 In response to the expanding corpus of  Latin American best-selling “lite 
lit” trading upon ready-made paradigms of  feminism and femininity, a vast 
expanse of  writing has sprung up that registers anxious discomfort with the 
commercialization of  literature and its implications for women writers. While 
lamentations against literary depreciation and commercialization are hardly 
unique to the twenty-fi rst century, we examine the particularities of  the cur-
rent complaint, keeping in mind that for most authors engaging the market 
and gender-specifi c industry expectations set by a handful of  transnational 
publishers is both inevitable and the primary route to obtain broad circulation. 
Given literature’s consolidation as a segmented industry that targets specifi c 
groups of  readers with diff erentiated products often based on reductive map-
pings of  gender and nationality, the authors we consider work from diff erent 
angles to craft textual spaces that deviate from the reductive boundaries of  
marketable “women’s writing.” Frustrated with the explosion of  banal publi-
cations, the expanding self-help genre, and prescriptive forms of  writing about 
women, the considered corpus reexamines the task of  writing-as-woman, 
contesting the   marketable model of  “girl power” through form and content  . 
Against mainstream instrumentalization of  diff erence, eroticism, and femi-
nism to market novels celebrating female bodies, these writers interrogate 
how commodifi cation typecasts women, as well as endeavor to diff erentiate 
their work from the perceived levity of  best-selling “women’s literature,” 
given the widespread (mis)perception that commercial success equates with 
poor literary quality (Henseler 4). 

 Troubled by the use of  feminist rhetoric in literary promotion – a tactic that 
celebrates gender diff erence in writing rather than the writing itself – new nar-
rative problematizes the juncture between gender and aesthetics by formulat-
ing a postfeminist refutation of  gender’s impact on the practice of  writing. For 
many, gender diff erence as promoted by both the book industry and feminist 
eff orts to create a viable space for women within that industry has ghettoized 
writing by women and produced homogenizing, impartial readings that in 
their enthusiastic attention to gender gloss over complexity and multiplic-
ity. Even the more experimental and critically renowned Latin American 
women writers have remained at the outskirts of  literary circles and canon 
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formation: absent from both the    McOndo  anthology and the Crack movement 
  in the nineties, and relegated to mere footnotes in recent appraisals of  liter-
ary production.  3   Gender paradigms continue to project stereotypical desires 
about what women’s literature should be – pleasing and innocuous – and what 
it should not be – off ensive, elitist, or arrogant – reinforcing a sexist, gendered 
division between “diffi  cult,” serious literature and “lite,” best-selling fl uff . 

 Addressing   this problematic, Ena Lucía Portela includes a commanding, 
ludic manifesto against the stereotypical tropes of  women’s writing in her 
short story “Una extraña entre las piedras” (1999):

  Ser una escritora a secas ya me parecía bastante, incluso demasiado, sobre 
todo porque tampoco veía nada especial en ser mujer. Sigo sin verlo. Ser 
mujer, como ser hombre, animal, vegetal, mineral o extraterrestre, es una 
fatalidad y no una elección. Se es mujer pese a todo y sin esfuerzo, sin 
responsabilidad. No había por qué armar tanto ruido, reescribir la Historia, 
demostrar que fulanita había sido mejor que fulanito, profanar las tumbas 
de nuestras ilustres antepasadas y descubrir el Hudson. No era necesario 
privilegiar los temas eróticos, los espacios interiores y familiares, la página 
descuidada con errores gratuitos de sintaxis y de puntuación, la ignorancia 
iconoclasta, la inmediatez más burda, la trivialidad, la falta de rigor en la 
crítica, el color local, la propaganda torpe y las pasiones baratas. El deter-
minismo a ultranza.   (115)  

  [Just being a writer already seemed like enough to me, even too much, above 
all because I didn’t really see anything special in being a woman. I still don’t 
see it. Being a woman, just like being a man, animal, vegetable, mineral 
or alien, is a fatality, not a choice. One is a woman in spite of  everything 
and without eff ort, without responsibility. There was no reason to cause 
so much noise, rewrite History, show that such-and-such a girl had been 
better than such-and-such a boy, desecrate the graves of  our ancestors and 
discover the Hudson. It wasn’t necessary to privilege erotic subjects, inte-
rior spaces and family members, the careless page with gratuitous errors of  
syntax and punctuation, iconoclastic ignorance, coarse immediacy, triviality, 
lack rigor in criticism, local color, clumsy propaganda and cheap passions. 
Determinism to the extreme.]  

  Through this humorous, unruly rant, Portela’s narrator acknowledges gen-
der diff erence as an ontological “fatality” but specifi es that while sex is bio-
logically assigned, gender is hardly absolute. If  gender is a cultural construct, 
there is no monolithic essence that deterministically fi xes how one should 
act, and from this aporia, literary innovation emerges. Provocatively mock-
ing the second-wave feminist exhortation that women put the female experi-
ence on the page to redress patriarchal oppression, Portela transgresses the 
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gendered expectation that women not “inappropriately” criticize each other 
out of  feminist solidarity, while also positing an alternative confi guration in 
which sex simply constitutes a biographical afterthought, not the identifying 
mark of  one’s work; separating “real” ontological sexual diff erence from its 
performed, “naturalized” assemblages. 

 The push to detach the exercise of  writing from ideological or ethical 
underpinnings – be it the “responsibility” of  writing as a woman or writing 
“committed” literature – refl ects a postmodern distrust of  monolithic dogma 
in favor of  contradiction, polyphony, and heterogeneity. While some critics 
such as   Angela McRobbie caution that the contemporary disavowal of  femi-
nism – an attitude often found in chick lit that upholds the principles of  gender 
equality but renounces the need for sexual politics – implies that feminism is 
no longer relevant because “conditions have changed  ,” the movement away 
from second-wave feminism in the works of  Portela and her peers is not so 
much an absolute repudiation as an attempt to destabilize identity politics’ 
perpetuation of  essentialism and myth making. Contesting the monolithic 
tradition of  egalitarian feminism that primarily thinks about women in rela-
tion to men, these “postfeminist” writers move beyond dualism and toward 
internal ontological diff erence, in which the self  is constantly becoming – that 
is, in constitutive internal formation, rather than produced solely in relation to 
external sociological and historical phenomena. Refashioning a tradition that 
favored the female experience, works like   Cristina Rivera Garza’s  La cresta de 
Ilión  (2002  ) and   Rosa Beltrán’s  Efectos secundarios    (2011) imagine gender not as a 
fi xed essence neatly divided into masculine and feminine, but as a contingent, 
performative facet of  the subject. 

   In Portela’s acerbic takedown of  the stereotypes typifying “women’s lit-
erature,” the breathless listing of  off ending tropes underlines that through 
repetition and reproduction these iterations have become perceived as “natu-
ral” to women writers and consolidated as tired clichés  . While some authors 
sidestep these themes completely to avoid classifi cation as “women’s lit,” 
others counteract the sedimentation of  marketable, “feminized” tropes by 
emptying these forms of  their generic conventions. Forms and themes usu-
ally dismissed as “trivial” or “feminine”– such as fêted female eroticism or 
the climactic consummation of  the “novela rosa”  – are undermined and 
amended through uncompromisingly “dirty” realism:    narrative deviations 
that privilege abject fi gurations of  sexuality ( Aves exóticas  by Reina Roff é  ,    La 
hija del embajador  by Zoé Valdés),   the anesthetized banality of  intercourse 
(   Alta infi delidad  by Rosa Beltrán  ), and the overlay of    violence and pleasure 
( Fe en disfraz  by Mayra Santos Febres  ,    El lenguaje de las orquídeas  by Adriana 
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González Mateos),   serious content that is often self-refl exively undercut 
through irony. Rejecting commercialized sensuality, narratives of  unyielding 
realism imagine erotic dissolution:    Matilde Sánchez sardonically blurs the 
boundary between pleasurable sex and romanticized rape in  Los daños mate-
riales    (2010),   Ana Clavel collapses lust with perversity in a complex portrait 
of  pedophilic desire in  Las violetas son fl ores del deseo  (2007),   and    Jamás el fuego 
nunca  (2007) by Diamela Eltit   confi gures the bedroom as a space in which 
everything  but  sex takes place.  4   

 Exemplary of  a complex, tongue-in-cheek reworking of  a genre associated 
with “  lite lit,” Jacinta Escudos’s collection of  short stories  Crónicas para sen-
timentales  (2010) reveals the love story to be an exhausted fantasy that con-
tinues to propel forward in the form of  phantasmic desire. Truncating the 
trajectory of  the melodramatic romance, Escudos breaks down the genre’s 
dual components of  desire and fulfi llment and discards the latter. Devoid of  
eroticism and sexual satisfaction,  Crónicas  focuses on the desire to desire and 
the preference for the security of  stasis in the face of  hypothetical failure. 
Characterized by tedium and isolation, these “sentimental chronicles” trade 
upon the currency of  the potential – an interlocking of  eyes with a stranger 
as he is condemned to prison, love letters penned to a man about to leave 
on a plane – connections that gain momentum in their impossibility, crystal-
lized into never-actualized desire. Safely in the realm of  complacent ennui, 
the potency of  fantasized desire is summed up by one protagonist’s blunt 
admission: “Siento una inmensa pereza de volver a amar”   [I feel immensely 
lazy about loving again] (126). 

 This antiredemptive resistance to the defeat of  detachment and anxiety is 
illustrative of  postmodern disenchantment with transcendental and teleologi-
cal narratives and marks a broader shift in the perception of  what writing means 
and can do in the twenty-fi rst century. Beatriz Cortez theorizes the turn to apa-
thetic indiff erence as symptomatic of  a postwar “aesthetic of  cynicism” that 
dramatically diverges from the preceding utopian sensibility of  revolutionary 
upheaval. After the failure of  the Left to contest capitalism or forge an alter-
nate terrain outside the discourse of  development, many writers –  particularly 
those raised during the Cuban Revolution including   Portela, Wendy Guerra, 
and Karla Suárez – distance themselves from the conception of  literature as 
a space for idealistic, ideological fi guration and instead explore how utopian 
discourse is itself  inhabited by hypocrisy and violence.   Bequeathed with only 
the patchy residue of  twentieth-century projects of  socialism and modernity, 
postautonomous writing self-refl exively acknowledges it can no longer ear-
nestly purport to be a bold act of  rebellious transgression, but subsists as 
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a medium through which to contend with fragments and impressions that 
Florencia Garramuño terms the “remains of  the real.” 

 The narrative turn to disillusion and cynicism is particularly evident in the 
trajectories of  authors whose careers span beyond the current moment. As 
  Dianna Niebylski   has noted, while Diamela Eltit’s earlier work imagined the 
abject body as a potential line of  fl ight from the postcolonial state, her novels 
published after the turn of  the century – while still focused on the abject and 
marginalized – no longer refl ect optimism in the ability to respond collectively 
to or resist the postnational, corporatized world (117). In    Impuesto a la carne  
(2010) the marginalized are increasingly vulnerable and dependent upon the 
structures that oppress them in order to survive. The two-hundred-year-old 
mother-daughter pair constitutes an oblique allegory for the corporal  violence 
infl icted on the subaltern since Chile’s foundation as a nation, an exploita-
tion upon which the economic success of  post-Pinochet Chile has been built. 
However, Eltit does not only level her critique at the neoliberal state, but 
traces a shared legacy of  violence underlying both institution and opposi-
tion. Muddling victim with victimizer, the anarchic, revolutionary mother 
berates and viciously stifl es her daughter’s attempts to expose the hospital’s 
mistreatment, fearing they will have to abandon the institution that is both 
their oppressor and only hope for survival. Through hostile prose,  Impuesto  
chronicles contemporary resignation and attests that awareness of  inequity 
and injustice is not enough to transform the system we constitute, depend 
upon, and sustain. Against the best seller’s instrumentalization of  ethicality 
and promotable countercultural defi ance, experimental narrative extends 
disenchantment with institutions and ideology to critique countercultural 
hypocrisy. Snubbing redemption and plots of  heroic sacrifi ce and opposition, 
writing resistant to the marketable discourse of  self-actualization dramatizes 
detached self-delusion and the failure to self-regulate. While Eltit registers 
hypocrisy and absurdity through aff ectless   prose hostile to the reader, other 
writers including   Portela, Escudos, Rosa Beltrán, Matilde Sánchez, and Rita 
Indiana Hernández turn to sarcasm, pastiche, and laughter to articulate the 
“ethical weightlessness” of  the subject   in the wake of  the bankruptcy of  the 
ideal (Casamayor-Cisneros). 

 Eltit’s continued exploration of  the limits of  national allegory through 
hyperrealism at fi rst glance appears anachronistic given the recent propulsion 
away from the nation. Accelerating globalization, immigration, and transna-
tional movement have cultivated literary deterritorialization and fostered dis-
interest in imagining national concerns. However, regardless of  the perceived 
departure from narrative grounded in the nation, historical fi ction continues 
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to be a recurrent and profi table terrain visited by best-selling and experimen-
tal authors alike. While many women writers explicitly distance themselves 
from historical fi ction for its perceived formulaic canonicity, others continue 
to weigh the genre’s merits, producing accounts of  the past that are recupera-
tive but antiheroic and demythologizing. A pillar of  “women’s writing” since 
the Boom, Latin American writers have long engaged with historical fi ction to 
interrogate conventional national histories that trivialized the role of  women. 
The historical novel constituted an avenue through which to open up alter-
nate interpretations of  the past, revisit signifi cant female fi gures forgotten by 
canonical literary histories, and explore political and artistic dynamism engen-
dered in marginal spaces, illustrating how other bodies and cultural confi gura-
tions constitute productive historical accounts that contest master narratives 
of  national development and progress. Continuing this tradition, many works 
excavate marginal spaces regulated by the state – such as the insane asylum 
in    Nadie me verá llorar    (1999) by Rivera Garza, the brothel in Mayra Santos 
Febres’s    Nuestra señora de la noche    (2006), and the coal mine in    Humo rojo  (2013) 
by Perla Suez   – fi nding liminal forms of  culture to be valid ways of  recounting 
the past. Unlike mainstream historical novels that market heroic, empowering 
historical female fi gures (for instance, Laura   Esquivel’s  Malinche    (2005)), these 
new takes are not interested in providing transcendental, totalizing accounts, 
but index the failure of  history to account for multiplicity, contradiction, and 
the porosity of  memory. Rather than deal with history in the strict sense, his-
tory is instead staged through multiple perspectives that destabilize “truth,” 
as a series of  uninterpretable events shaped by caesura and forget.   Emily 
Hind uses the term “historiophobic” to describe how Carmen Boullosa circles 
around the impossibility of  writing reliably,   constantly undermining affi  rma-
tions of  historical singularity. Similarly, Santos Febres in  Nuestra señora  engages 
the historical novel to stage the variability and multiplicity of  history, using 
diff erent narrative voices to interrupt the momentum of  the plot and deny the 
veracity of  the presented facts. In these fragmented accounts that undercut 
order and sequence, the past is hinted at through subtle, oblique references. 
The absence of  sociohistorical exposition registers literature’s adaptation to 
the Internet, in which the book does not need to encompass the whole, but 
can merely mention a historical event or fi gure as a discursive hyperlink, leav-
ing the reader to access information in other forums. 

 As literature progressively moves away from the vocation of  utopic imagin-
ing and the obligation of  representation, aiming to escape the delimited role 
of  entertainment or pedagogy, the role of  the book has transformed from a 
vehicle of  knowledge to a mode of  engaging an increasingly diff racted reality. 
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Contemporary narrative empties out modes of  literary engagement – from femi-
nist, committed writing to the “lite” genres of  romance and historical fi ction – an 
unmooring both received as a lamented loss of  literary centrality but also envi-
sioned as a release from obligation. Although   Josefi na Ludmer’s theorization of  
contemporary literature’s postautonomy presents the current collapse of  art and 
market forces in primarily negative terms   – emphasizing its levity and lack of  
density –   Craig Epplin argues that the erosion of  boundaries separating literature 
from reality is not necessarily a sign of  literary demise. Instead, Ludmer’s postau-
tonomous world can also be read as “a universe that erases lines all around, open-
ing up a manifest continuum between literature and the world, between the book 
and its outside, and between print and other media  ” (Epplin 16). Thus, although 
commercialization spurs homogenization, the contingency of  postautonomous 
imbrication also engenders dynamic and experimental reconfi gurations in which 
the book becomes another medium in which to perform and experience the self. 

   One example of  vibrant and inventive blurring of  what Ludmer terms 
 realidadfi cción  [ realityfi ction ] is the ubiquity of  autobiographical play. While 
exhibiting the self  on the page is hardly a novelty, the proliferation of  per-
formative autobiographical inscription in current narrative refl ects both the 
market demand for fi ctions that divulge the author as well as a poststructural-
ist critique of  this fantasy dramatizing the indeterminacy of  the self. Growing 
Internet accessibility has increasingly connected artists with audiences, allow-
ing writers unmediated means of  promoting themselves by tapping in to the 
public’s desire for immediacy, transparency, and the chance to glimpse the 
author’s “real life.” Buoyed by   social media platforms such as   Twitter and 
Facebook  , publicity has become driven more by the persona of  the artist than 
by the work itself, creating an interconnected web   of  autobiographical perfor-
mances that carry over into the text  . 

 In literature, the constructive play with the self  as both art(ifi ce) and prod-
uct is explored through autobiographical insinuations that obscure distinc-
tions between the fi ctive and “authentic” self, activating the reader’s desire to 
decipher fabrication from “truth.” Unconstrained by the pretension of  auto-
biographical veracity, authors fl irt with the autobiographical mode by insert-
ing their names into the text   – Lina Meruane’s protagonist Lucina adopts the 
pseudonym “Lina Meruane” in  Sangre en el ojo    (2012) – or by creating author-
like protagonists that transparently index back to the person behind the text – 
  Wendy Guerra’s narrator “Nieve Guerra” in  Todos se van    (2006),   Guadalupe 
Nettel’s protagonist in  El cuerpo en que nací    (2011), and   Giovanna Rivero’s 
“Genoveva” in  98 segundos sin sombra    (2014), are all young women coming 
of  age in the same time and places as their authors. By imagining the self  as 
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the subject of  its own representation, the proper name is deconstructed as a 
fi xed indicator of  identity and mobilized as a position that can be inhabited 
by a multiplicity of  selves. The metafi ctive act of  naming one’s self  generates 
generic indeterminacy that highlights the artifi ce inherent to the genres of  
memoir and autobiography and activates desire to read the work of  fi ction 
as a confession while propelling us away from the certainty of  such a read-
ing. Articulating the impossibility of  arriving at a totalizing truth or singular 
essence of  the self, this autobiographical play traces a blended topography of  
art and reality. 

 The playful manipulation of  autobiographical modes to destabilize notions 
of  authenticity and absolute truth alongside exhaustion with linear narra-
tives of  history signal a broader literary shift from public to private: subjects 
abstracted from sociopolitical context. Driven by the desire to write personal 
texts that chronicle the self-in-becoming and eschew the responsibility of  rep-
resentation or dogma, in these confi gurations literature becomes a locus of  
retreat, a highly personal endeavor that seeks to cultivate blindness to every-
thing but the self-in-creation. This   propulsion inward visible in the work of  
Escudos, Meruane, Matilde Sánchez, and Inés Bortagaray translates into strong 
subjective narrative modes, one-sided accounts from limited, blinkered per-
spectives that index a resistance (or inability) to transcend the personal point 
of  view and the solipsistic acknowledgment of  the impossibility of  knowing 
the other. On the one hand, this refuge in the self  permits an exploration of  
the subjective phenomenal character of  consciousness, the complex monotony 
of  the quotidian, the limits of  empathy, and the subjective treatment of  the 
social panorama. On the other, this escapism inward   echoes the anxiety, empti-
ness, and isolation of  contemporary society generated by neoliberal policies 
of  deregulation, privatization, and primacy of  the free market. Refl ecting the 
expansive political climate of  self-absorption, these minimalist narrations from 
extreme subjectivity myopically attend to the  habitus , speak from the imma-
nent immediacy of  the body, or chronicle the present-in-progress. 

 Unlike the knowledgeable, self-actualized subject of  modernity, defi ned by 
stable identitarian affi  liations of  gender, race, and nation, the subjects that 
emerge from this narrative of  retreat are increasingly constituted through the 
aff ective and the bodily, crossed by multiple identitarian vectors that decen-
ter and fragment identity. In some iterations, such as   Meruane’s  Sangre    and 
  Claudia Piñeiro’s  Elena sabe    (2007), this inability to transcend the ego morphs 
into a phenomenological incarceration, an asphyxiating entrapment in the 
pathological, self-absorbed body. In others, the narrative limitation to the “I” 
in the present moment is not a claustrophobic enclosure, but a lyrical space 
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of  self-formation, manifest in the breathless stream-of-consciousness in Inés 
Bortagaray’s    Prontos, listos, ya    (2010) and   Rita Indiana Hernández’s  Papi    (2005). 
In both cases, this escapism – or refuge – in the self  propels narrative away 
from sociohistorical exposition, refl ecting literature’s depletion as site for uto-
pian creation or space for resolving national concerns, resituating it instead as 
a terrain in which to destabilize essentialism – whether of  gender or identity – 
and reconstruct echoes, visages, and intimations of  the self  .  

  By Way of  Conclusion: A Body of  Resistance 

 These styles of  exiguous, laconic prose and obsessively minimalist itera-
tion situate the body as the last bastion upon which patriarchal violence 
implodes: confi guring sickly bodies that are deformed, violated, or tortured 
by familial, medical, and state apparatuses. This muted and disquieting nar-
rative axis can be traced from   Reina Roff é’‘s early and understudied  Monte de 
Venus    (1976) and intensifying in frequency throughout the last two decades in 
works such as    El infi erno  by Luz Arce   (1993), “  Catástrofes remotas” and “Toros” 
(1999) by Adriana González Mateos  , “  Al fondo del cementerio” (1999) by Ena 
Lucía Portela  ,    Colonizadas  (2009) by Diamela Eltit  ,    El cuerpo que habito  (2011) 
by Guadalupe Nettel  , and    Sangre en el ojo  (2012) by Lina Meruane  . Reading the 
damaged body presented by this corpus as a national allegory would perpet-
uate critical oversight, a blind spot that excludes emergent elucidations from 
outside the national sociopolitical fi eld. Rather, in these symptomatic texts 
the body is a disquieting and perturbing political artifact upon which opera-
tive mechanisms of  cruelty confi gure asphyxiating personal, familial, and cul-
tural territories. Myopia and blindness reduce the protagonists’ line of  sight so 
extensively that only the act of  writing remains as a cultural practice surfacing 
from a body that resists extinction. In this sense, blindness is symptomatic of  
an insoluble question: the place of  literature in the neoliberal marketplace. 
Literature as a mode facing extinction allegorically rendered on sick and muti-
lated bodies that still resist. A curious and paradoxical resistance: narratives 
that swim against the current of  instrumentalized ideology and therapeutic 
narratives of  consolation, tilling the numbing and violent properties of  neo-
liberalism in order to open spaces in which to revisit biopolitical power.   

   Notes 

     1     By 1996, “53.7% of  the private production of  books was in the hands of  7% of  the publish-
ing houses” (Henseler 152). The globalization of  the publishing industry has produced a 
counterintuitive provincialism that limits circulation to the author’s national audience.  
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     2     All translations in this text are ours, except where otherwise indicated.  
     3     Jorge Fornet’s excellent overview of  narrative at the end of  the twentieth century men-

tions only two women in the introduction: Mayra Santos Febres as a “less rebellious” 
version of  Pedro Lemebel, and Patricia Melo in a footnote.  

     4     My thanks to Dr. Román de la Campa for pointing this out in our discussions of  Eltit in 
his excellent seminar New Latin American Narrative.   
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